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METĀLA GARDEROBES SKAPIS SUL 33 W

Tilpums:
900x500x1800 mm - SUL 33 W (EUR: 474.08)
900x500x1800 mm - SUL 33 W (EUR: 570.09)
1200x500x1800 mm - SUL 43 W (EUR: 518.91)
1200x500x1800 mm - SUL 43 W (EUR: 633.44)
900x500x1800 mm - SUL 33 W (EUR: 0.00)

Preces apraksts
Size: 180,50,90

Metal social furniture guarantees functionality and an aesthetic value of social spaces in factories,
schools, sports halls, fitness clubs, swimming pools etc. Proper arrangement of those rooms, taking
into consideration a wide range of requirements and needs, guarantees a sense of well-being and
increases the standards of workplace. The main advantage of SUM W, SUS W, SUL W lockers
produced on the new line is advanced construction based on closed profiles, which are implemented
in sides of doors, in the middle of the body and in the bottom of a locker. Lockers are certified,
approved and they meet EU safety standards. In order to make use of small spaces as cloakrooms,
an ideal solution is our L-shape wardrobe locker. Thanks to SUL W lockers, one can place twice as
many wardrobe compartments than in the case of standard wardrobe lockers. Welded construction
based on closed profiles affects the rigidity of the wardrobes. Wardrobe lockers SUL W are made in
two widths: - 300 mm, - 400 mm. Ventilation in cabinets is done through a system of perforation
which allows free circulation of air. Available locks: 1-point lock. Assembly not necessary. Delivery
costs are not included, but this can be agreed separately.
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